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October 30, 19S6

Mr. J. H. Anttonen
Assistant Manager for Commercial Nuclear Waste
Richland Operations Office
U.S. Department of Energy
P.O. Box s50
Richland, Wa. 99.2 -i

Dear Mr. Anttonenz

I.n a meeting among RHO (Graham, Carter and-Hadley) and DOE/RL
(Mecca and Kovacs) representatives and. myself in Mr. Graham's

office yesterday we discussed the training for RHO personnel
relative to the provisions of Appendix 7. Mr. Mecca and I
highlighted various concepts and meanings of terms contained in
Appendix 7 for the RHO representatives. I agreed to identify the
items over which I considered there may be misunderstanding and
which should be addressed in the training sessions planned for
contractor personnel. This information is for RHO's (Carter's)
use in preparing the training package and presentations. The
comments which follow reflect areas mentioned at the meeting
noted herein as well as additional areas which I consider should
be addressed. CReferences to paragraphs in the comments whicch
follow are to paragraphs in Appendix 7.)

a. DOE, DOE contractors and subcontractors uponUR request and
following specified OA checks, (see section Za of' the Procedural
Agreement) shall provide copies of records of raw data. There :s
a requirement in the Site-Specific Procedural Agreement that tnis
be accomplished (upon request) with specified OA checl-s witnn 45
days of the recording of the raw data.

Raw data in this context is data or information which is fact'_. .-
i.e. an observation made.by a qualified observer or automat:c-:!y
by a device wh:ch can record or otherwise preserve informalt:--.
Raw data is not limited to factual information about materit.
objects or processes, but also includes information about
people's action. For example, observations made by a quali:;ed
auditor are raw data since the, are considered factual..

-.. Information which Itodeduced by reason involving subjective -
.- ~.. cidecision making is not considered raw data in-this context.

* . - However; information deduced iogically from factuaL information
by'application of geenrally'available procedures is similar to
raw data in the context of Appendix 7, paragraph 3. For example,
plans for testing and drawings of conceptualized components and
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systems are not considered raw data. However, information
concerning hydrologic potentials calculated in accordance with
some procedure,..e.a.,* a ;computer.program,.and.expressed-as9,.A
potential map.for;ibqs other.sunmarfzedJ:o ;
considered raw,'data, -if the procedure.4was: generl 19 rVaiaiaie to
th'e NRC or the public. For example-,--dtjut-feom:;.the HEADCO
program would be considered raw data, .since the:information
represents manipulations of other raw data by a known and
available, non-decisional protocol. There is nothing
predecisional about the output of HEADCO using available raw
data. On the other hand, information deduced by specified
manipulations of other raw data by use of a procedure which is
not generally available--not released by the DOE-.-should not be
made available to the OR without DOE clearance and approval.
(Only review of such information is permitted without DOE
clearance or approval.)

The determining factor in deciding whether or not information can
be released as raw data is whether or not recipients could have
generated the same information with expenditure of some effort

. considering the procedure for the data manipulation was available
* A to them. In this regard the intent of the the DOE/NRC agreement

is to encourage information exchange and not to occasion
CI;S unnecessary duplication of data evaluations. In the above
C 1  example concerning HEADCO, since the program is available to the

NRC, it would be within the capability of NRC staff to evaluate
raw hydrologic data to produce the same deduced information
produced by the EWIP personnel, however,. such work would be
redundant. Hence the interpretation that the output of HEADCO is
information which can be given to the OR by contractor or
subcontractor staff once specified DA checks are accomplished.

b. Records and documents are not the same. A record is any
( recorded information in any form. A document ii-A record which

has been signed bv a cognizant person(s) indicating completion
and/or quality--official--and which will be maintained as is
without chance -r destruction indefinitely or for a specified
length of tine. -ocuments are a subset of items referred to as
records.

c. Paragraprn * Aopendix 7 regarding records states that
*"records sna:. . available for review, but not to copy or

receive copy r:- retention, at any stage of completion." This

ii .s Xmeans that drb-: zocuments as well as final documents, including
I EA drafts and E. drafts can be reviewed at any stage ofJ completion. Paragraph 4 addresses release of the documents to
the OR for retention. Note the special status of EA and SCP
drafts which can not be made public.; -However- as noted above- -

; -. : : ;,*parAgrraph 4: does not restrict-the OR's reviaewc~f.:drafts .ofthe".::
SCP'. for example, incontractor or, DOE s

d. Access to records as provided in paragraph 3% eans the freedom
to review entire record files whether they be in the document
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control. center or in contractor staff areas as working files,
since working files and permanent files may both be pertinent to
a potential licensing.derision. . It is expected that DOE- *:;.

contractor and z bcontra-tor"fersonnel will identify ducj..ucors
upon request -.by-the: OR. n- .. general assist bini:logisticily n-
any desired review. -Such notification of a request foFr"
assistance to review files.should be considered to automatically
accompany notification of an intent to review a particular area
of interests including interaction with project participants as
provided in paragraph 2.
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e. Records which the OR would not normally have access to for
review purposes are those which have to do with personnel actions
not related to a licensing decision. However, qualifications and
training records of personnel accomplishing work 'for the project
would be available for review. Records regarding income,

* attendance and other personal matters would not be available for
review. In addition records which detail company financial

/status or other company proprietary information not available to
| DOE by contract should not be available for review. Howevers
recommendations of staff to management or identification of
problems by staff, for example, internal audit observations and
findings, are records which should be made available to the OR

/ upon request for review purposes. As noted audit observations
' should be given to the OR as raw data. Records of findings and

other decisional information should not be released to the OR
without DOE approval, although review is appropriate.

f. Access to areas where testing and other data gathering
activities or construction activity. including drilling
activities forming part of site characterization, is ongoing
shall be provided to the OR in the same manner as those project
personnel working in the area, if necessary safety/security
training has been received by the OR and appropriate safety and
security provisions are met. This ready access is agreed to in
paragraph 7. Discussions with non-supervisory personnel shall be
limited unless arranged with DOE or appropriate supervisors in
accordance wit- :aragraph 2. Communication with personnel which
is not of a tevtntcal nature, but is logistically necessary to
review the act-..ties in any area, including pertinent current
records of the? . t:vitiess for example, laboratory notebooks or

ppertinent prc.:- . -es, or is pertinent to safety is appropriate
and can be ac. . . -shed without first clearing with supervisory
personnel as i5 -quired for technical discussions which take
significant tine and could disrupt the personnel in accomplishing
their work.

The purpose of the restrictions on Interactions with project _
personnel identifi edkin. paragraph.:is.assur-&;.orderly. -
accomplis'hmehtt.'of -assi gned'duti'.-aiid not t'icirzhibit or abridbgT't
eventual discussion when time'permitse In general personnel and
supervisors should attempt to-accommodate the OR's technical
questions or discussions when they would take less then 10
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minutes. Given-the large scope of the OR's reviews interaction
with any particular contractor personnel will be minimal and the
total time involved witt the OR. will be inconsequential -orm a
*tandpoint :f interrupting productive effort.. :-It shol d1e.th'e.

" .:;.bjecti± e of0 theA'ainin to -communicate this-: a. er'.
coboperition: an opdinneis -wi t6 contractor anAd DOE personnel. -

f. Information,-which is in DOE or contractor files and which
has been obtained by agreement with providers that it remain
proprietary, is available for review, if the OR agrees in writing
on a case basis to observe the proprietary nature of the
information and conditions of the proprietary agreement would
allow OR review. Classified information pertinent to the
repository licensing, if any, is available to the OR for review
if his "0" clearance is sufficient to allow access. In general
information which could be made available to DOE should be made
available to the OR for review purposes.

-g. Paragraph 1 covers attendance at meetinds This item is
intended to provide for attendance at all technical meetings
related to site characterization including those 4ssociated with
repository system design and construction, since site
characterization plans hinge on the repository design and
construction. The intent is to allow review of the process and
decision making as well as to facilitate cognizance and

* understanding of pertinent facts and plans. Meetings on)\r technical matters are part of the design process. Meetings which
are strictly administrative and do not entail design information
would not normally be open to the'OR unrtas the administrative
issues being discussed were relative to administrative controls
called for by DA criteria.

Meetings which address issues related to licensing proceedings
and other interactions with the NRC are also meetings, which
although not specifically addressed by Appendix 7, will allow the
OR to appreciate issues in this area and to identify concerns
which could potentially delay licensing. In this regard the
current agreem.nt to provide OR access to training sessions oi
the RHO personnel is in the spirit of the DOE/NRC agreement to
cooperate in eqcmanging information and in general to facilitate
communications *s provided for in the first paragraph of the
M Morgan/Davis 5 :edural Agreement and under item 1 NRC On-Sate
Representati

Attendance at meetings concerning NRC interactions and licensing
strategy is also an the spirit of the intent to assure
cooperation in the overall licensing endeavor identified in that
Procedural Agreement. Restriction from 'such meetings could -
suggest to personnel that there-is an "us against them." position.
This -should -be avoided., !Thedntentiis to. assure-a-smooth..'> -

licensing With minimal contention. There should be no hidden
thoughts in the strategy associated with licensing. If there are
misunderstandings these should be highlighted early for formal
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resolution. This is best accomplished when strategies are.being
formulated. Hence OR access-to "technical and' licensing('
strategy' meetings Is. important. - .:. : ,'.>.. . -

h; Many meeteI, ono ontractor :p-eronneV-lt;or ong-DOF dii-g-..
contractor p- bis n6luenot ot1 {d?'e'"DR'n fence.thi- 24
hour advanced notification ,of th6!ORk'-ide-i- ttendper '
paragraph 1 is not possible. Notificatfon of cognizant
supervisory contractor personnel or DOE project personnel
participating in the meeting is sufficient. If, such personnel
do not believe the meeting is appropriate for the OR to attend,
he should be so advised and will upon such advice leave or not
attend the meeting. He may raise the issue of attendance to
higher management if so desired, per the provisions of paragraph
1. However, since most meetings pertain to tec~bical issues-
and/or relate to licensing, attendance should be permitted.

i. Attendance at meetings is in the context, of being an observer.
If questions are asked of the OR or he.Is requested to comment on
-a particular concern, his responses are appropriate and
consistent with providing rapid feedback of informa.IL r. to
project personnel. However, they should be considered informal
responses and not in any way binding. He should not participate
in a meeting unless asked. 1Actions which are subsequently taken
as a result of the information or concern identified by the OR
are strictly voluntary on the part of the program participant and
at no time should they be Considered per the direction of the OR.
Paragraph 5 of Appendix 7 addresses this informal nature of the
information provided by the OR.

Sincerely,

/5-!
F. Robert Cook
Senior On-Site Licensin-
Representative, BWIP
Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards

copy to:
_7R. Carter

J. Mecca
* , J. Graham V;'. -e. : -a'

- -7'
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.* Department of Energy
*Richland Operations Office

P.O. BOX 550
Richland, Washington 99352

MAR 27 1986

General Manager
Rockwell Hanford Operations
Richland, Washington

Dear Sir:

AGREEMENTS BETWEEN THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (NRC) AND DOE (PROCEDURAL
AGREEMENT, SITE-SPECIFIC PROCEDURAL AGREEMENT AND APPENDICES THERETO)

Recent discussions with the NRC Onsite Representative (OR), and Rockwell-BWIP
have indicated that some clarification and guidance is in order regarding the
above noted agreements.

The agreements made with the NRC, as noted above, are two: (1) A Procedural
Agreement dated June 29, 1983, and (2) a Site-Specific Procedural Agreement
dated September 18, 1984, and amended on June 14, 1985. Both are enclosed for
your files and use.

The Site-Specific Procedural Agreement contains several appendices which from
time to time may be amended or added to as the need arises. The attached
Appendix 7 represents just such an amendment and concerns the activities and
working relationship of the OR mentioned above. The intent of this letter is,
to provide you guidance in dealing with that appendix.

Appendix 7 has been negotiated and written to provide the OR as much access as
is practical during the site investigation and characterization phase of the
project, so that he can better perform his role as information facilitator and
identify early any concerns that could relate to licensing issues. He is not
chartered to generate or create independent official NRC positions or
questions which would necessitate added technical work or impact program
direction. All formal positions or questions must be originated through the
NRC Project office directly to COE, and in no-case to contractors or
sub-contractors directly.

Personnel assigned to the OR office have in the immediate past provided DCE
some concern. The original intent of this sentence in the introduction to the
appendix was to recognize that the work load in the OR's office might call for
some additional assistance, or even interim assistance of specific technical
nature when specific long term activities are taking place. Such activities
might be the sinking of the shaft, activities associated with the Large Scale
Pump test and possibly others. In those cases, it might be in the best
interests of all concerned to have specific technical representation witness
such activities. The intent of the wording was not for the purpose of
circumventing specific requests for data reviews or to provide uncontrolled
access to repository facilities as the NRC desired for their own puspose or
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length of time. The addition of personnel to the OR's office should be for a
specific purpose, and should only take place after notice and discussion with
DOE.

In regard to the points 1 through 9 of the Appendix we have the following
guidance to offer:

(1) Item 1: The meetings paragraph was written to be as loose as
possible, allowing the OR to attend as many technical meetings as he
deems necessary to perform his duties; however, he does require
Project permission to attend. It is also recognized that DOE and
its contractors do require some closed sessions to deal
appropriately with management problems, specific program strategies
and possibly other problem areas. The OR can and does have the
right to appeal those closed sessions he believes he should have
access to through the OWI Division Director.

(2) Item 2: Communications with project personnel was written with the
understanding that interaction and discussion with the personnel is
vital tc the performance of the OR function. As indicated in Item
2, the c ntacts with project personnel should be for a reason and
cleared .ith DOE or Rockwell supervisory staff. The OR should
pursue his interviews in a highly professional manner and not
interfere with project work or disrupt the normal duties of
personnel. In this regard the OR is a visitor or guest who should
be cooperated with to the fullest extent. JQn the other hand, the
intent of this paragraph is not to provide free run of the
facilities and hallways. He is not to remain in the facilities
after hours alone unless invited to a meeting or for other similar
good reason; also, he is not to possess keys to the facilities or
laboratories.

(3) Item 3: This paragraph deals with access to documentation as does
the Procedural Agreement. The access to Quality Assurance (QA)
assured and cleared data is for the most part reasonably well
spelled out and deserves no added comment. It is to be remembered
that the providing of, or release of, draft material of reports
containing analysis of data, analysis of experimental results,
special stuLes, and the like to the OR, either from the prime
contractor. .:^:-ponent technical disciplines or subcontractors not
technically -evie.ed by the prime contractor and concurred in by DOE
will not be released. DOE will if necessary, concur to provide
complete review records of specifically requested documentation if
requested after the formal release. It is acknowledged that the OR
can review certain documents without copying or the retention
thereof.

(4) Item 4: This paragraph also relates directly to documentation, but
of a regulatory or licensing nature. The drafts of these documents
cannot be made available except by DOE itself.
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(5) Item 5: This paragraph of the appendix is self explanatory. It is
a statement for the record to emphasize that the OR excercises no
managerial role over DOE or its contractors.

(6) Item 6: This paragraph of the appendix is self explanatory and
requires no clarification.

(7) Item 7: This paragraph again as Item 2 relates to facility access.
This item should be reviewed carefully. The paragraph does not
allow the OR unannounced access to controlled facilities. Tours of
all controlled facilities must be conducted by SWI Division. In
carrying out discussions with personnel, as well as scheduling
visits, the guidelines of Item 2 should be adhered to and observed
by the OR.

(8) Item 8: This paragraph indicates that the OR should make at least
weekly contact with the local DOE office. The contents of this item
require no clarification

(9) Item 9: This paragraph deals with the distribution of Appendix 7 to
all contractors and subcontractors which may have a reason to visit
or deal with the OR.

In keeping with Item 9 above, you are hereby requested to distribute all of
the enclosed NRC/DOE agreements to all appropriate Rockwell-BWIP managers, as
well as other prime and subcontractors under.your'diiection. This letter of
clarification and guidance can also accompany those enclosures.

If there is a need to amend any of the agreements, the amendments will be
forwarded to you for the same distribution. If there are any other
clarifications regarding these documents and their appendices, please contact
Mr. J. E. Mecca, Chief of Licensing, Environmental and Safety Branch at
(509)376-5038, immediately.

Very truly yours,

ORvGl SIGN4ED BY

0. L. Olson, Director
Basalt Waste Isolation Branch

BWI:JEM

Enclosures

cc w/encl:
L. R. Fitch, Rockwell
J. P. Knight, DOE-HQ
-F. R. Cook, NRC-OR


